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STEP EIGHT

STEP NINE

After the initial drying period has elapsed you are ready to coat the wall and Wall 
Covering with your glue. We recommend using a clay base adhesive, Roman Pro 732 
(this can be found at a Lowe’s, Sherwin Williams or similar store.) Using a member of your 
installation team, coat the wall using a standard tight nap roller. Spread the adhesive 
thin and evenly. While this is being done, other team members need to layout protective 
sheeting on the floor (to protect the carpet from adhesive) and roll adhesive on the 
back side of the wall panel thin and evenly. Be sure to apply adhesive on the edges. 
Once the coating of the adhesive on the panel has been completed book the panel 
(fold in half, adhesive to adhesive for three to four minutes.) Do not be concerned with 
drying at this time on the wall surface or panel, because you are using a clay base 
water adhesive and it drys slowly.

After the initial drying period has elapsed, take the booked panel to the wall area. 
Grabbing from the top corners, place the panel at the top of the wall. Keep the panel 
from making contact with the wall surface that has adhesive applied. Extend the panel 
to full length, now apply the panel to your wall. Square the top and edge plum. 
Remember your next panel has to fit tight (butt joint.) Using a standard wall covering 
brush (found at any hardware store.) Wrap the entire brush and bristles in a damp soft 
towel. Begin squeezing the panel until the entire panel is against the wall. Be sure to 
slowly without to much pressure push as many as the air/glue pockets out. Generally 
working at the top going left to right and slightly downward as you progress until 
reaching the bottom. Repeat this process again. Once the panel is on the wall and as a 
team member is working the panel down, other team members should be coating out 
another panel following step eight. When the wall panel is completed, the second panel 
should be ready to be installed. Continue this process until all panels are completed.

As you are applying the next panel, you will be required to place the panel tight with the 
first to create a tight butt joint. If you are matching art or lettering, adjust the panel so all 
will align properly. To ensure an invisible or almost invisible seam, it is best to take your 
index fingers and push panel one seam toward panel two seam to achieve a tight butt 
joint. Almost to the point that the two panels create a small peak. You may observe 
finger impressions in the material, do not become concerned as you will smooth these 
impressions out at the end of your installation. Do not push down the seam joint. Allow 
this area to dry a little longer. Move to the next butt joint and repeat.

STEP TEN


